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ABSTRACT
Building price- and budget-aware recommender systems is critical
in se�ings where one wishes to produce recommendations that
balance users’ preferences (what they like) with a model of pur-
chase likelihood (what they will buy). A trivial solution consists
of learning global budget terms for each user based on their past
expenditure. To more accurately model user budgets, we also con-
sider a user’s within-session budget, which may deviate from their
global budget depending on their shopping context. In this paper,
we �nd that users implicitly reveal their session-speci�c budgets
through the sequence of items they browse within that session.
Speci�cally, we �nd that some users “browse down,” by purchasing
the cheapest item among alternatives under consideration, others
“browse up” (selecting the most expensive), and others ultimately
purchase items around the middle. Surprisingly, this mixture of
behaviors is di�cult to observe globally, as individual users tend to
belong �rmly to one of the three segments. To model this behavior,
we develop an interpretable budget model that combines a clus-
tering component to detect di�erent user segments, with a model
of segment-speci�c purchase pro�les. We apply our model on a
dataset of browsing and purchasing sessions from Etsy, a large e-
commerce website focused on handmade and vintage goods, where
it outperforms strong baselines and existing production systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In modeling users’ behavior and activities, recommender systems
have to trade-o� a variety of complex and competing objectives.
What does the user like, and what are they currently interested
in (preferences and context)? What can they a�ord and how prof-
itable is the transaction (budgets and pro�t)? Several of these
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questions have been considered from di�erent angles within rec-
ommender systems research. For example, user budgets have been
considered from many angles, from budgets and price sensitivity,
to dynamic/algorithmic pricing. �e goals of these works are o�en
at odds with each other: Recommending budget-compatible items
may compromise pro�tability; recommending budget incompatible
items may decrease user engagement and satisfaction.

In this paper, we aim to study a few of these questions holisti-
cally through the lens of session-based recommendation. We use
production data from Etsy, a large online retailer of handmade
and vintage items, many of which are “one-of-a-kind”) and natu-
rally exhibit a high degree of variance with regard to price. �is
means users are o�en uncertain of their “willing-to-pay” price, and
determine this quantity gradually as they navigate alternatives.

�us, our goal is to develop a session-based model for budget-
aware recommendation, which tracks the trajectory of users’ within-
session browsing choices in order to determine their budget targets.
In particular, we �nd that users’ click sequences are highly indica-
tive of their (local/session-based) willing-to-pay prices. Naı̈vely,
one might hypothesize a few simple models for this dynamic, e.g. (1)
users browse items in the vicinity of the amount they are willing
to pay; (2) users select the cheapest item that matches their prefer-
ences; or (3) users select the most expensive item among those they
can a�ord. In fact, we �nd that none of these speci�c behaviors
predominates, but that users follow a mixture of such pa�erns. �e
surprising property we exploit (which leads to signi�cant perfor-
mance gains) is that users who follow one strategy in their browsing
behavior continue to do so in subsequent visits to the site (e.g. users
who select the cheapest item that matches their preferences tend
to follow the same behavior for future purchases). We evaluate our
system against alternative methods, including Etsy’s live produc-
tion algorithm, where our proposed method is shown to improve
purchase prediction accuracy.

2 RELATEDWORK
Budget Estimation, Promotions, and Dynamic Pricing. One classi-

cal notion that has been considered in e-commerce is the idea of
price sensitivity, which has been mentioned as a potential direction
in a classic survey [18], and more recently has been applied to
real-world se�ings like online promotions and recommendation
of grocery transactions [8, 9, 20, 21]. �e above works are related
to ours in their incorporation of price and budget features, but are
generally concerned with customizing promotion strategies rather
than learning the concept of a user budget as we do here.

Other models try to estimate users’ budgets or incorporate price-
related features for the purpose of increasing purchase rates [4, 5],
which is a similar goal of our proposed model. For example, Chen et
al. [1] investigated various price-related features in order to model
the outcome of Amazon’s ‘Buy Box’ selection algorithm, and Zhao
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et al. [22] developed a laboratory auction setup to collect user’s
WTP (willing-to-pay) data. Blei et al. [3] proposed a sequential
model of market baskets that includes interpretable components
that model purchase behavior, including item preferences, popular-
ity, seasonality, and price. �e main di�erentiation of our model is
our contribution of learning session-based budget models that are
revealed by browsing trajectories.

Session-Based Recommendation. Session-based recommendation
models seek to model activities within and across sessions, as op-
posed to learning long-term global preference models from histori-
cal data. A few recent approaches include [19] and [23]. �e goals
of these papers are similar in that they look at ‘micro-behavior’
revealed by users’ actions within a short time period, but di�erent
from ours in that they are not concerned with budget dynamics.
Beyond session-based models, there are several approaches that
combine both implicit and explicit data (e.g. click data vs. purchase
data) as we do here [6, 7, 11–14]. However, these works are also
generally not concerned with price or budget dynamics.

3 MODEL
�e goal of an e-commerce recommender system is to provide a per-
sonalized ranking of items to users in a way that may increase the
purchase rate and pro�tably for the site. To do so, we make use of
the popular Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) framework [17]
for optimizing a user-speci�c ranking order where higher ranked
items have higher purchase probabilities compared to lower ones.
In the BPR framework, we construct a training set of triples xui j ,
containing an item i that was purchased by useru and an item j that
was not. �e optimization criteria for BPR tries to maximize the
di�erence between preferred (purchased) items and non-preferred
items via the following objective,∑

(u,i, j)
lnσ (xui j ) − λΘ‖Θ‖2, where xui j = xui − xuj . (1)

Here, Θ is a parameter vector, λΘ is a regularization coe�cient, and
σ is the sigmoid function. �is formulation merely requires that we
de�ne a scoring function xui which indicates user u’s preference
for purchasing item i (i.e., the higher xui , the more likely useru will
be to purchase item i). Before proposing our own solution, we �rst
consider simple variants of xui that form our model’s individual
components and also act as baselines for comparison.

3.1 User Preference
We build our model on top of the classical BPR+MF scoring function,
which models a user’s preference toward an item as

x
(1)
ui = βu + βi + 〈γu ,γi 〉. (2)

Here, the preference is modeled as an inner product between k-
dimensional latent vectors γu and γi , which encode how well user
u’s latent preferences are aligned with item i’s a�ributes. �e user
bias term, βu , captures each user’s tendency to purchase, while the
item bias βi can model each item’s overall purchase popularity.

3.2 Global Budget Preference
�e price of an item and how closely it matches a user’s budget
presumably play a signi�cant role in determining whether a user

will eventually purchase. A simple model to capture this phenome-
non consists of de�ning a global budget preference, indicating how
much (in some unit of currency) each user is willing to spend on
a typical item. �is is modeled as a matching function between
the user’s global budget, bu , and the cost of the item ci they are
considering:

x
(2)
ui = exp(−ω(bu − ci )2). (3)

�e goodness of match is represented by the di�erence between
the user’s budget and the cost of the item, scaled by a coe�cient
ω and passed through an exponential function. �e coe�cient
ω is a learned, scalar variable that controls the ‘steepness’ of the
penalty. Roughly speaking, the above formulation assumes that
users’ expenditures are approximately normally distributed where
bu and ω control the mean and variance, respectively. We also
considered asymmetric matching functions where a larger penalty
was given when the cost of the item was larger than the user’s global
budget; however this did not signi�cantly improve the model.

3.3 Local Budget Preference
A user may have a general, global budget based on past shopping
experiences, but a user’s budget may deviate from session to session,
depending on the context of their shopping intent. In our se�ing
where goods are o�en unique, a user may not have a sense of what
they are willing to pay until they have browsed through several
candidate items and observed their price ranges.

To incorporate this purchase decision-making behavior into our
model, we take into account the prices of all items viewed thus far
in a user’s shopping session that fall in the same category as the
purchased item (as to only consider competitive alternatives). We
then seek to learn an in-session, or “local” budget preference term
that relates the price of the considered item to the prices of all items
seen thus far:

x
(3)
ui =

Q∑
q=1

ψuq 〈Xq , ρi 〉. (4)

Here, we learn a simple, factorized representation where X should
uncover Q distinct pa�erns (or purchase pro�les) of how users re-
spond to the prices of seen items within a session (e.g. by purchasing
the cheapest, or most expensive item, for example), andψ represents
a user-speci�c membership to each of these pa�erns/pro�les.

More speci�cally, let ci denote the cost of the target item i , and
P the number of discretized price buckets to be considered. �e
cost of previously seen items, relative to item i are encoded in ρi as
a P−dimensional, one-hot-encoded vector that indicates roughly
which percentile ci falls into relative to the prices of the previously
viewed items that belong to the same category as item i . For ex-
ample, if P = 10, and ci falls into the �rst decile of all previously
viewed items, then the �rst element of the vector will equal to one.
�e learned pa�erns of purchase behavior are represented by X , a
(P ×Q) matrix that uncovers Q di�erent within-session purchase
pro�les of purchase behavior relative to prices of previously clicked
listings. Finally,ψu is a Q-dimensional vector that learns user u’s
preference for each of theQ pro�les. To make the vector probabilis-
tically interpretable, it is passed through a so�max function such
that all elements in a user’s vector add up to 1: ψu,q =

expψ ′uq∑
q′ expψ ′uq′

.
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�is vector indicates the amount of membership each user has in
belonging to each of the Q latent purchase pro�les.

3.4 Model Learning and Optimization
Each component of the scoring function described previously can
be learned individually or jointly, depending on the application. For
joint modeling, components may be combined in many ways. For
our application, we chose to jointly model components using an
additive, linear combination because of its computational simplic-
ity and ease of interpretation. �e combined form of our scoring
function is as follows:

xui = βu+βi+〈γu ,γi 〉+αu exp (−ω (bu−ci )2)+ϕu
Q∑
q=1

ψuq 〈Xq , ρi 〉.

(5)
Note that we introduce additional importance weights, α and ϕ,
which learn how important the local and global (respectively) bud-
get terms are for each user. �e above scoring function �ts naturally
into the BPR framework and is optimized via Stochastic Gradient
Descent (on Eq. 1). Our system is implemented in Tensor�ow using
the Adagrad Optimizer. We describe our procedure for generating
negative samples (xuj ) in the following section.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe implementation details as well as evalu-
ation methods for quantifying the e�ectiveness of our method.

4.1 Dataset
Our dataset contains raw transaction data collected from Etsy span-
ning over 4 months. In order to gain insight into purchase pre-
dictability, we focus our e�orts on signed-in users that have made
at least 3 purchases in the last 4 months, and items that have been
purchased at least twice. We also eliminate all sessions that do not
include at least one purchase and hold out the last purchase from
each user for purchase prediction evaluation.

�ere are several di�erent places where personalized recommen-
dations are o�ered on Etsy. To collect the triplet data, we treat each
item i purchased through a recommendations module as a positive
example while the top ranked, non-purchased item, j, in the same
module is treated as the negative sample. �is ensures that the
positive item was explicitly preferred over the negative one by the
user. Basic dataset statistics are as follows:

#Users #Items #Sessions #Train #Test #Purchases
6,362 16,136 8,417 20,400 2,390 11,395

4.2 Evaluation Methodology
We aim to evaluate the e�ectiveness of the proposed model based on
its purchase predictability and ease of interpretation. To quantify
purchase predictability, we use the popular AUC (Area under the
ROC curve) metric:

AUC =
1
N

∑
u

1
| E(u) |

∑
(i, j)∈E(u)

δ (xui > xuj ), (6)

where E(u) denotes the set of all triplets xui j that are to be evaluated
for user u. To show that the proposed method improves upon

Table 1: AUC results for the proposed model (and its abla-
tion variants) compared other baselines

Model AUC
BPR-BUDGET 0.770
BPR-BUDGET-LOCAL 0.748
BPR-BUDGET-GLOBAL 0.750
MF 0.687
BPR-MF 0.708
FM 0.694
LOGISTIC-REGRESSION 0.644
GBDT 0.713
PRODUCTION 0.704

existing methods, we denote our method as BPR-BUDGET (Eq. 5)
and compare its AUC to the AUC of individual components of our
proposed method as well as other competitive baselines:
• BPR-BUDGET-LOCAL: �e proposed budget model including

the latent terms (Eq. 2) and the local term (Eq. 4) only
• BPR-BUDGET-GLOBAL: �e proposed budget model includ-

ing the latent terms (Eq. 2) and the global term (Eq. 3) only
• MF: Traditional Matrix Factorization using Gradient Descent [10]
• BPR-MF: Matrix Factorization with BPR ranked loss [17]
• FM: Factorization machines with binary loss [16]
• LOG-REGRESSION: Logistic Regression, predicting binary pur-

chase outcome using features discussed below [15]
• GBDT: Gradient Boosted Decision Trees predicting binary pur-

chase outcome using features discussed below [2]
• PRODUCTION: �e model used on Etsy’s user recommenda-

tion modules.
For feature-based baseline models, we use 3 features that are equiv-
alent to the content features used in the proposed model: (1) the
cost of item i , (2) the item’s “seen item vector” (equivalent to ρ),
and (3) the historical, average purchase price of each user.

4.3 Experimental Results
All AUCs obtained on the test dataset using the methods discussed
in the previous section are reported in Table 1. From the results, all
three proposed variations outperform existing baselines, with the
combined scoring function (BPR-BUDGET) achieving the highest
purchase prediction accuracy. Most hyper-parameters were chosen
based on cross-validation. In particular, we found that se�ingQ = 3
and P = 4 led to high purchase predictability and interpretability
as shown in Figure 2.

As discussed, one of the main contributions of our model, in addi-
tion to purchase predictability, is its ease of interpretation. Here, we
visualize some of the representations learned by our model that give
insight as to what user budgets are and how that impacts di�erent
categories across the site. In Figure 1, we look at how the learned
user budgets are distributed across top-level categories by comput-
ing the average budget for all users who purchased each category.
Users with the largest budgets purchased most from “Weddings”
and “Purses & Handbags,” while users with the smallest budgets
purchased most in “Cra� Supplies” and “Paper/Party Supplies.” �is
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Table 2: Detailed statistics fromusers assigned to each ofQ =
3 purchase pro�les, labeled with segment interpretation.

Stat “Cheap” “Mixed” “Expensive”
Avg Purchase Count 2.84 2.53 2.37
Avg Purchase Price $12.27 $12.40 $17.32
Med Purchase Price $5.65 $6.75 $9.00

result is consistent with average purchase prices in each category,
as well as notions of ‘luxury’ vs. ‘utility’ goods.

We also give insight as to how users behave according to their
purchase pro�le membership. Recall from Section 3.3 that this is a
Q-dimensional vector where the ith element indicates the degree
to which the user exhibits behavior from the ith purchase pro�le.
When Q = 3 (Figure 2), this results in pro�les that roughly cor-
respond to a “cheap,” “mixed,” and “expensive” segments. For the
sake of visualization, we assign each user to the pro�le that they
had the highest probability for and report some brief statistics re-
lated to the items purchased by users assigned to each of the 3
pro�les in Table 2. Here, we see that users who belong to the more
“expensive” segment tend to spend more on individual items, but
purchase fewer things, while users in the “cheaper” segment spend
signi�cantly less on individual items, but purchase slightly more
items. Relatedly, Figure 3 shows a histogram of purchased item
costs in intervals of $5, for users in each purchase group. �e plot
shows that between the $0 − $10 range, there are more purchases
by users in the cheaper purchase segment, but for items that are
$15 and beyond, the more expensive segment tends to dominate.

Finally, in Figure 4 we analyze which top-level categories users
from each purchase segment most frequently purchase from. To
highlight the di�erences, we focus only on the cheap and expensive
groups and show how each group’s normalized purchase frequency
di�ers positively or negatively from the average. From this graph,
we can conclude that users from the expensive group purchased
(relatively) more from “Home & Living,” ”Accessories,” and “Toys
and Games.” On the other hand, users from the cheap group pur-
chased signi�cantly more from “Cra� Supplies & Tools,” “Art &
Collectibles,” and “Paper & Party Supplies.”
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Figure 4: Di�erences in purchase frequency between the
“cheaper” and ”expensive” purchase segments, by top-level
category.
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Figure 1: Average learned budgets (with standard deviation)
for users who purchased in each top-level category, sorted
in descending order from le� to right.
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Figure 2: Purchase pro�les learned with P = 4, and Q = 3
give fairly interpretable results where, from le� to right, the
pro�les correspond roughly to users who purchase (a) the
cheapest, (b) a mix, or (c) the most expensive item out of
what they’ve seen so far.
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Figure 3: Histogram of purchased item costs from users as-
signed to each of the 3 purchase pro�les.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an interpretable model for session-based
recommendation that accounts for the observation that users’ short-
term, within-session browsing behavior indirectly reveals their
(within-session) willing-to-pay targets. Accounting for these dy-
namics substantially increases the purchase prediction accuracy.
�e learned representations from the model also gives insight as
to what user budgets are and how this may a�ect their spending
across di�erent categories. We apply our model to a large produc-
tion dataset of browsing and purchase data, where it outperforms
other budget-aware methods as well as production systems.
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